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We propose a scaling law for anomalous Hall effect in ferromagnetic thin films. Our approach distinguishes
multiple scattering sources, namely, bulk impurity, phonon for Hall resistivity, and most importantly the rough
surface contribution to longitudinal resistivity. In stark contrast to earlier laws that rely on temperature- and
thickness-dependent fitting coefficients, this scaling law fits the recent experimental data excellently with constant
parameters that are independent of temperature and film thickness, strongly indicating that this law captures the
underlying physical processes. Based on a few data points, this scaling law can even fit all experimental data in
full temperature and thickness range. We apply this law to interpret the experimental data for Fe, Co, and Ni
and conclude that (i) the phonon-induced skew scattering is unimportant as expected; (ii) contribution from the
impurity-induced skew scattering is negative; (iii) the intrinsic (extrinsic) mechanism dominates in Fe (Co), and
both the extrinsic and intrinsic contributions are important in Ni.

DOI: 10.1103/PhysRevB.96.144426

I. INTRODUCTION

In normal metals, the Hall effect, a charge current transverse
to both the applied magnetic and electric field, is known
to be driven by the Lorentz force. In ferromagnetic metals,
yet a very similar effect, known as the anomalous Hall
effect (AHE), is present without magnetic field [1,2]. The
real physical mechanisms behind AHE are under debate for
decades. Spin-orbit coupling (SOC), believed to be responsible
for AHE, brings two types of mechanisms, i.e., the intrinsic and
the extrinsic one [2]. The intrinsic mechanism, arising from
the SOC intrinsic to the band structure, was first proposed by
Karplus and Luttinger [3] and later reformulated in terms of
Berry’s phase [4]. The extrinsic mechanism, due to scatterings
with impurities carrying SOC, gives rise to two contributions
known as skew scattering [5,6] and side jump [7]. Asymmetric
scattering by impurities leads to the skew scattering, while the
side jump originates from that electrons with opposite spins are
deflected to opposite directions when scattered by an impurity.

Progress made in the past indicates that the intrinsic
mechanism shall dominate in AHE [8]. The theories suggest
that the Hall resistivity (ρAH) and longitudinal resistivity ρ

have the following scaling relations: ρINT
AH ,ρSJ

AH ∝ ρ2 for both
intrinsic [3] and extrinsic side-jump mechanisms [7], while
ρSS

AH ∝ ρ is for the extrinsic skew-scattering mechanism [5,6].
Such a scaling law helps to outline the underlying picture.
However, this simple relation ρAH ∼ aρ + bρ2 often breaks
down when a comparison with experiments is made.

*Corresponding author: xiaojiang@fudan.edu.cn
†Present address: Kwantum Links, Benoordenhoutseweg 23, 2596
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To resolve this issue [9], Jin’s group in Fudan University,
by systematically varying the film thickness and temperature,
has measured both the longitudinal and anomalous Hall
resistivities in Fe, Co, and Ni thin films [10–13]. This
experimental paradigm does not affect the sample’s band
structure and leaves the intrinsic contribution untouched. Hou
et. al. [13] argued that, while most theories only assume a
single type of scatterer, the real complexity in the experimental
data arises from the fact that there are more than one type of
impurity scatterers. By assuming multiple scatterers, Hou et.
al. proposed a scaling law [13]

ρAH = cρ2
xx +

∑
i

ciρiρxx +
∑
ij

cij ρiρj +
∑
i∈S

αiρi, (1)

where ρxx = ∑
i ρi is the overall longitudinal resistivity, ρi

the partial longitudinal resistivity from ith scattering source,
and S represents the static scattering sources that remain at
zero temperature. In addition, c, ci, cij , and αi are constant
coefficients. We believe this relation points to a plausible
direction for resolving the AHE scaling issue. Unfortunately,
this scaling law not only carries extreme complexity, but also
is very difficult to test since the partial resistivities are usually
not directly measurable.

In this paper, we develop a theory based on semiclassical
Boltzmann equation (SBE) to describe the AHE in
ferromagnetic thin films. From a pure quantum mechanical
point of view, SBE is simple and intuitive, although its
applicability is not universal. In the pursuit of full quantum
mechanical version of, for example, the conductivity, one
often turns to linear response (Kubo formalism). However, a
comparative study on these two techniques has shown [14]
that SBE does provide a simple semiclassical interpretation
of the Kubo formalism. When it comes to calculate the
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Hall current, these two approaches converge to the same
expressions. Thus, using a method based on SBE, taking
into account the finite thickness and scattering by the bulk
impurities, phonons, and surface roughness, we calculate the
longitudinal resistivity ρ, transverse resistivity ρAH, and their
scaling relation. We find excellent agreement between our
theory and the experimental data on Fe, Co, and Ni from
Jin’s group [10–13]. For ρ, the film surface roughness is the
only fitting parameter; for ρAH, there are only four constant
coefficients accounting the impurity-induced side jump and
skew scattering, phonon-induced side jump, and intrinsic
contributions. We are thus able to identify the proportion of
each contribution. We conclude that the intrinsic (extrinsic)
effect dominates in Fe (Co). Yet in Ni, the intrinsic and
extrinsic effects are both important and in competition.

We proceed with our discourse in the following four
sections. The theoretical model in Sec. II introduces the Hamil-
tonian of the system and the scattering sources; calculations
of relaxation times due to different scattering sources are
derived in Sec. III, derivation of longitudinal and transverse
resistivities are presented in Sec. IV. Finally, we discuss the
results and summarize in Sec. V.

II. MODEL

The Hamiltonian for a ferromagnetic thin film with a
magnetization m and a constant thickness d is

Ĥ0 = p̂2

2m
+ Vd (z) + Vsd, (2)

where m is the electron mass and p̂ = −ih̄∇ the momentum
operator. The confining potential is Vd (z) = U0�(z − d/2) +
U0�(−z − d/2) with U0 the potential height and � the
Heaviside unit step function. Vsd = −Jsdσ̂ · m is the exchange
energy between the itinerant s and the local d electrons.
Jsd is s-d coupling constant and the Pauli matrices are σ̂ =
(σ̂x,σ̂y,σ̂z). The eigensolutions of this unperturbed Hamilto-
nian Ĥ0 are

Enqs = Enqs
− sJsd,

|α〉 = |nqs〉 =
√

2

Ad
sin (knz)eiq·ρ |s〉, (3)

where Enqs
= h̄2(k2

n + q2
s )/2m is the kinetic energy with kn =

πn/d denoting different transverse conducting channels. ρ =
(x,y) and qs = (qx,s,qy,s) are the in-plane coordinate and wave
vector, respectively. The area of the film is A. Here, |s〉 = |±〉
is eigenstate of σ̂ · m|s〉 = s|s〉.

Now, we focus on scattering mechanisms treated as pertur-
bation. First, we assume a nonmagnetic pointlike bulk impurity
scatterer with potential VI(r) = Vimp

∑
i δ(r − ri) distributed

homogeneously in the film. We assume an impurity density
ni . Position of impurity i is given by ri = (ρi ,zi). Next, we
consider electron-phonon interaction with effective potential
VP(r) = Vp

∑
j δ(r − Rj ), with lattice coordinate Rj . Further-

more, the gradient of the impurity (phonon) potential VI,P gives
rise to a spin-orbit (spin-phonon [15,16]) coupling

V SO
I,P (r) = η

h̄

[
σ̂ × ∇VI,P(r)

] · p̂, (4)

where η = μBh̄/(mce) is the coupling constant and
μB = eh̄/(2mc) is Bohr magneton. In addition, we consider a
rough surface described by a fluctuating position-dependent
thickness d(ρ) with an average 〈d(ρ)〉 = d. The surface
roughness is converted into an effective scattering potential
[17–19]

VR(r) = λρ[2Vd (r) + z∂zVd (r)] (5)

by a dilation operator that transforms a varying thickness
into a constant one [17]. Here, λρ = ln[d/d(ρ)] is the small
deviation of the thickness from d. We treat it simply as a
“white-noise” surface profile, i.e., the surface roughness is
uncorrelated and characterized by the dimensionless parameter
� ∼ (δ/d)2 with a variance δ2. This leads to a correlation
〈λρλρ ′ 〉 = �a2

0δ(ρ − ρ ′), given a0 = π/kF. Accounting all
contributions above U = VI + VP + VR + V SO

I + V SO
P , the

total Hamiltonian Ĥ = Ĥ0 + U .
We proceed with Lippmann-Schwinger formalism to cal-

culate the transition probability [20]

P n′q′s ′
nqs = 2π

h̄
|〈〈n′q′s ′|T̂ |nqs〉〉en|2δ(Enqs − En′q′s ′ ), (6)

where T̂ = U + U (E − Ĥ )−1U .

III. RELAXATION TIMES

For each conduction channel at Fermi energy EF, the
relaxation rate is obtained from the symmetric part of the
transition probability [19,21]

1

τ s
n

= 1

τn

(
1 − s

Jsd

2EF

)
with

1

τn

= 1

τ0
+ 1

τR
n

, (7)

where τ s
n (τn) is the spin-dependent (-independent) relaxation

time for channel n, τ−1
0 = τ−1

I + τ−1
P is the bulk relaxation

rate subscribing to both the impurity- and phonon-induced
relaxations. The temperature dependence of τ−1

0 can be
approximately described by the Block-Grüneisen (BG) theory,
i.e., τ−1

0 = a + bT c [22–24], and the channel (n)-dependent
roughness-induced relaxation rate is [17,19]

1

τR
n

= 2
EF

h̄

n2

3n3
c

(
δ

a0

)2

(8)

with nc = �kFd/π	 the total number of transverse channels
and n � nc.

IV. LONGITUDINAL AND ANOMALOUS
HALL RESISTIVITIES

A. Longitudinal resistivity

Similar to the calculation of the longitudinal and transverse
spin Hall conductivities in normal metals [19,20], we calculate
them in a ferromagnetic thin film. Following Takahashi and
Maekawa [21] in the presence of impurities, the velocity
operator

v̂ = i

h̄
[Ĥ ,r] = p̂

m
+

∑
j=I,P

ηj

h̄
[σ̂ × ∇Vj (r)], (9)

where the second term contains the anomalous velocity
due to impurity- and phonon-induced SOC and ηI,P are
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the corresponding SOC constants. The side-jump effect is
embedded in the expectation value of the anomalous velocity.
To calculate the velocity, the Lippmann-Schwinger equation
is used to construct a scattering state |α+〉 which describes
the final state as an incoming state |α〉 undergoing scattering
events by the nonmagnetic impurity potential VI(r) and phonon
potential VP(r). Due to the potentials, the scattered state |α+〉
by the Born approximation is

|α+〉 = |α〉 +
∑
q′n′

V
q′s;qs

I + V
q′s;qs

P

Enq − En′q ′ + iδ
, (10)

where V
q′s;qs

I,P are the matrix elements of the potentials. The
charge current density can be calculated from

J = e

ν

∑
s,q,n

fq,n,svsc, (11)

where ν is the volume and vsc = 〈α+|v̂|α+〉 is the expectation
value for velocity calculated using scattered states. fq,n,s =
f

(0)
q,n,s + f

(1)
q,n,s + f

(2)
q,n,s is the distribution function with f

(0)
q,n,s =

�(Eqns − EF ) being the equilibrium Fermi-Dirac distribution

f (1)
q,n,s = eh̄

m
τ s
nε · qsδ(Eqns − EF ) (12)

and

f (2)
q,n,s = eh̄

m
τ s
n

∑
q′n′s ′

τ s ′
n′ P

n′q′s ′(2)
nqs ε · qsδ(Eq′n′s ′ − EF ) (13)

are the first- and second-order corrections due to electric field
ε, where P

n′q′s ′(2)
nqs is the antisymmetric part of the transition

probability (6).
The in-plane longitudinal conductivity is given by the term

in Eq. (11) that is the product of the normal velocity and f (1)

[17–20]:

ρ−1 = σ (T ,d,δ) = 3σ0

2nc

nc∑
n

τn

τ0

(
1 − n2

n2
c

)
, (14)

where we used the relaxation rates in Eqs. (7) and (8),
and σ0 = nee

2τ0/m is the temperature-dependent bulk Drude
conductivity with an electron density ne = k3

F/3π2.

0 100 200 300
0

0.1

0.2

T �K�

0�1
�1
�fs
�

FIG. 1. The thickness dependence of the longitudinal resistivity at
various temperatures. Curves at different temperatures have different
τ0, which is plotted in the inset and can be well described by the BG
formula (the red curve). The points are the experimental data for Co
from Ref. [11], the curves are plotted from Eq. (14) with δ ≈ 5.7a0.

We test our longitudinal resistivity Eq. (14) using the
experimental data obtained by Jin’s group in Fe, Co, and Ni
[11–13], for which the film thickness and temperature are
independently tuned. The only two free parameters in Eq. (14)
are the film surface roughness δ and (temperature-dependent)
bulk relaxation time τ0(T ). We assume that δ is the same for
all thicknesses, as the growth condition remains the same for
all films. The relaxation time τ0 depends on temperature as
it includes the phonon-induced relaxation. Therefore, the data
obtained at the same temperature share the same τ0. The fitting
of the thickness dependence of the longitudinal resistivity
for Co using Eq. (14) is shown in Fig. 1. All fitting curves
share the same roughness δ/a0 = 5.7. The inset shows the
temperature dependence of the fitted values for τ0, which
reflects the temperature dependence of the bulk (impurity
and phonon-induced) relaxation time. The saturated value at
low temperatures gives the residual relaxation rate (residual

(a) (b) (c) (d)

FIG. 2. (a) The thickness and temperature dependence of the longitudinal resistivity. The surface is plotted from Eq. (14). (b) The thickness
and temperature dependence of the anomalous Hall resistivity. The surface is plotted from Eq. (18) with αI, αP, γ as fitting parameters,
whose values are listed in Table I. The points are the experimental data for Co from Ref. [11]. The shaded area at the bottom indicates the
absolute difference between the experiment and theory. (c), (d) Thickness dependence of extrinsic and intrinsic contributions at low and high
temperatures, respectively. The dotted (dashed) red lines are the side-jump (skew-scattering) contribution due to impurity scattering, and their
sum is plotted as the solid red line. The blue solid line is the side-jump contribution due to phonon scattering. The solid green line is the intrinsic
contribution.
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(a) (b) (c) (d)

(e) (f) (g) (h)

FIG. 3. (Top row) The same as in Fig. 2 for Ni. The points are the experimental data from Ref. [12]. (Bottom row) The same as in Fig. 2
for Fe. The points are the experimental data from Ref. [13].

longitudinal resistivity). The full comparison of Eq. (14) with
experiment for Co is shown in Fig. 2(a) (see Fig. 3 for similar
plots for Ni and Fe). The increase in the resistivity with
decreasing film thickness is due to an enhanced scattering
from the surface roughness [17,19].

B. Anomalous Hall resistivity

We now consider the transverse anomalous Hall conduc-
tivity in a ferromagnetic thin film with a magnetization per-
pendicular to the film plane. Several mechanisms contribute,
including the intrinsic contribution from the band structure
[3] and the extrinsic contributions, i.e., side jump and skew
scattering, originating from the spin-orbit coupling by the
impurities and phonons. The intrinsic contribution has been
well studied and is assumed to be independent of the sample
geometry. The intrinsic anomalous Hall resistivity scales
quadratically with the longitudinal resistivity: ρINT

AH = γρ2 [2].
In terms of conductivities, it is σ INT

AH = γ . Yet, the extrinsic
contributions depend on the scattering processes.

In Eq. (11), the term proportional to the product of
anomalous velocities in Eq. (9) and the first-order correction
of the distribution function f (1) lead to transverse side-jump
current or side-jump conductivity (see Appendix A for details)

σ SJ
AH = αI

σ

σI
+ αP

σ

σP
with αI,P = ηI,P

nee
2

2h̄

Jsd

EF
, (15)

where αI,P are side-jump coefficients due to impurity/phonon
scatterings, and σI,P = nee

2τI,P/m is the bulk Drude

conductivity due to impurity/phonon relaxation alone. The
skew-scattering contribution can be calculated from Eq. (11)
where now we consider the terms proportional to normal ve-
locity and second-order correction of the distribution function
f (2) ∝ P

n′q′s ′(2)
nqs (see Appendix B for details):

σ SS
AH = βI

σ 2

σI
+ βP

σ 2

σP
with

βI = −ηI
πnemVimp

2h̄2

Jsd

EF
and

βP = −ηp
πnenimVimp

2h̄2

Jsd

EF
, (16)

where βI is the skew-scattering coefficient due to impurity
scatterings arising from the asymmetric part of the transition
probability (6) related to term 〈〈V 2

I V SO
I 〉〉, and βP is the

skew-scattering contribution from the crossed scattering by
phonon and impurity related to term 〈〈VIVPV

SO
P 〉〉 [28]. The

skew-scattering terms in 〈〈U 3〉〉 that are odd in VR,P vanish
after ensemble average due to the fluctuating sign of VR,P

[28,29]. The overall anomalous Hall conductivity is the sum
of all contributions

σAH = αI
σ

σI
+ βI

σ 2

σI
+ αP

σ

σP
+ βP

σ 2

σP
+ γ, (17)

and when expressed in terms of resistivity,

ρAH = σAH

σ 2
= αIρIρ + βIρI + αPρPρ + βPρP + γρ2. (18)

TABLE I. Fitted values of the coefficients and surface roughness of thin films.

Material kF (1/Å) δ/a0 αI(1/m� · m) βI(10−3) αP(1/m� · m) βP γ (1/m� · m)

Fe [13] 1.71 [25] 5.2 +184 −7.6 −29 0 +123
Co [11] 1.78 [26] 5.7 +423 −9.3 +85 0 +14
Ni [12] 1.54 [26,27] 4.5 +728 −4.4 −47 0 +50
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In the above ρ(T ,d,δ) is the longitudinal resistivity of the thin
film and ρI,P = σ−1

I,P is the bulk limit of the Drude resistivity
with only the impurity/phonon relaxation.

Our scaling law in Eq. (18) is in line with the general
scaling relation [13] in Eq. (1), which includes all possible
combinations of different scatterers up to the second order.
However, the extreme generality of Eq. (1) also makes it
impossible to be applied meaningfully to any experiments.
Comparison of our scaling law with a more practical one
[Eq. (3) in Ref. [13]], where the authors specified scattering
sources (impurities and phonons), demonstrates the impor-
tance of our law. Inclusion of scattering by surface roughness
in longitudinal resistivity captures the thickness dependence
of both longitudinal and transverse resistivities, leading to
thickness-independent parameters in scaling law. In contrast,
the fitting parameters in previous relations [13] depend on
thickness, which increases the number of fitting parameters
dramatically. In our Eq. (18) three types of scatterers (im-
purity, phonon, and surface roughness for longitudinal and
impurity/phonons for transverse conductivities) are included
in parameters αI,P,βI,P,γ, which are material constants and are
independent of the film thickness/roughness and temperature.
As the central result of this paper, Eq. (18) provides the needed
scaling law for the anomalous Hall effect in a ferromagnetic
thin film with merely five constant coefficients.

The law (18) is tested against the experimental data from
Jin’s group. We first extract the impurity-induced skew-
scattering parameter βI in Eq. (18) by fitting the experimental
data with varying thickness but at low temperatures (ρP � 0).
In this case, Eq. (18) reduces to a quadratic function of ρ, and
the interception at ρ = 0 is βIρI. The βP term gives significant
contribution in alloys [28], it is typically small in pure metals
studied in this paper, therefore, we set βP = 0. With βI,P fixed,
the full experimental data are fitted using Eq. (18) with αI, P

and γ as fitting parameters. The fitted values for αI,P, βI, P, and
γ are listed in Table I. The comparison of the fitted ρAH in
Eq. (18) (surface) with the experimental data (points) for Co is
shown in Fig. 2(b) (see Fig. 3 for similar plots for Ni and Fe).

The thickness dependence of the various AHE contributions
in Co is shown in Figs. 2(c) and 2(d) at low and room
temperatures, from which we see that extrinsic contributions
dominate in Co, regardless the temperature. Figure 4(b) plots
the ratio between the intrinsic contribution and the total AHE
rINT = ρINT

AH /ρAH, which is about 20% of the total AHE for Co
in the full temperature and thickness range. This means that
the extrinsic mechanisms dominate in Co. On the other hand,
the intrinsic effect dominates in Fe with rINT > 90% in the full
range in Fe. In Ni, the intrinsic (extrinsic) effect dominates at
high (low) temperatures. One should notice that our conclu-
sions concerning the intrinsic contribution in Ni differ from
the original experimental work in Ref. [12], where the authors
claim that the intrinsic contribution dominates in the whole
temperature range. The conclusion on which mechanism is
dominating relies highly on the scaling law used for interpre-
tation. The experimental work in Ref. [12] has been analyzed
according to the “proper scaling law” from Ref. [10], where
the temperature dependence of the anomalous Hall resistivity
has been embedded into intrinsic contribution. Analyzing the
same data with our scaling law with temperature-independent
parameters provides deeper understanding and leads to differ-
ent conclusions about the weight of intrinsic contribution at
different temperatures in Ni, from which we confirm [13] that
the proper scaling law [10] is no longer appropriate.

Since the fitting parameters are temperature/thickness
independent, we can extract all fitting parameters using few
data points. In Fig. 5 we plot the fitting of thickness and
temperature dependence of the anomalous Hall resistivity for
Co, Ni, and Fe with the fitting parameters extracted from part
of the experimental data.

In our theory we did not include the cross impurity
scattering, in which an electron skew scatters coherently off
two correlated impurities located within a distance of the order
of the Fermi wavelength [30], as the experiments conducted
are in the dilute regime with scarce impurities. However, the
effect of such terms would only modify the parameter βI , and
not the scaling law in Eq. (18).

0 0.2 0.4 0.6 0.8 1.0 1.2

Fe

Intrinsic dominatingrinsntrI0.95
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1.05

10 15 20 25 30
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100
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250

300
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T(
K

)
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Extrinsic dominatingrr tt

0.18
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FIG. 4. The ratio of intrinsic contribution to the total AHE: rINT = ρINT
AH /ρAH as function of film thickness and temperature for Fe, Co, Ni.

For Fe, the AHE is dominated by the intrinsic mechanism with rINT > 90%. For Co, the AHE is dominated by extrinsic mechanisms with
rINT ∼ 20%. For Ni, the solid curve, corresponding to rINT = 50%, separates the intrinsic dominating region (rINT > 50%) from the extrinsic
dominating region (rINT < 50%).
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(b) (c)(a)

FIG. 5. The fitting of thickness and temperature dependence of the anomalous Hall resistivity for Co, Ni, and Fe in (a), (b), and (c),
respectively, by using part of the experimental data. Points used for fitting are indicated by triangles.

V. DISCUSSION

Previous scaling laws [10,13] are not only complex but
also contingent to fitting parameters that are depending
simultaneously on temperature and thickness. In contrast,
our scaling law (18) with a much reduced parameter space
provides an excellent agreement with the experimental data.
More importantly, the fitting parameters αI,P, βI, and γ are in-
dependent of film thickness or temperature. Therefore, Eq. (18)
is simple and carrying a clear physical picture, i.e., separating
the surface scattering from the bulk ones (impurity and phonon
scattering), and is sufficient to understand both the longitudinal
and transverse transport behavior in ferromagnetic thin films.
With such a highly satisfied fitting to the experimental data
using Eq. (18), we are able to provide an accurate estimation
on the weight of each mechanism.

In conclusion, by incorporating the scatterings from surface
roughness in a ferromagnetic thin film, we found that the
anomalous Hall resistivity scales with the longitudinal resistiv-
ity as ρAH = αIρIρ + βIρI + αPρPρ + γρ2. In Fe, Co, and Ni
thin films, this simple yet elegant relation agrees excellently
with the experimental data. We conclude that the intrinsic
(extrinsic) mechanism dominates in Fe (Co). But, in Ni, the
relative importance of the intrinsic and extrinsic mechanisms
depends on temperature and film thickness.
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APPENDIX A: CALCULATION
OF SIDE-JUMP CONDUCTIVITY

From Eq. (11)

J = e

ν

∑
s,q,n

(
f (0)

q,n,s + f (1)
q,n,s + f (2)

q,n,s

)
vsc, (A1)

where the velocity expectation value has the form

vsc = h̄qs

m
−

∑
i=I,P

s
ηini

h̄3 δss ′
V 2

i

d
(qs × ẑ)

(
nc,s + 1

2

)

≡ vn +
∑
i=I,P

van,i , (A2)

where nc,s = kF,sd/π. Without losing the generality, we
present the calculations for the impurity scattering. The side-
jump contribution is proportional to

Jsj,I = e

ν

∑
s,q,n

f (1)
q,n,svan,I. (A3)

Assuming the electric field in the x̂ direction and inserting
Eqs. (A2) and (12) into Eq. (A3) we obtain

J sj,I
y = ε

e

ν

∑
s

∑
n

s
eηIh̄

m

τ s
n

τi

(
1 − Jsd

2EF

)

×
∑

qs

q2
x,sδ(Eqns − EF ). (A4)

The summation over qs gives

∑
qs

q2
x,s = A

4π2
π

∫
qsdqsδ(Eqns − EF )

= A
mπ

4h̄2d2

(
n2 − n2

c,s

)
. (A5)

Using σI = nee
2τI/m we obtain from Eqs. (A4) and (A5)

σ
sj,I
AH = J sj,I

y /ε = αI
σ

σI
, where αI = ηI

nee
2

2h̄

Jsd

EF
. (A6)

APPENDIX B: CALCULATION OF SKEW-SCATTERING
CONDUCTIVITY

The skew-scattering contribution is proportional to

Jss,I = e

ν

∑
s,q,n

f (2)
q,n,svn. (B1)
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Inserting Eqs. (A2) and (13) into Eq. (B1), we obtain

Jss,I = eh̄

mν

∑
s,q,n

qs

⎡
⎣eh̄

m
τ s
n

∑
q′n′s ′

τ s ′
n′ P

n′q′s ′(2)
nqs ε · qsδ(Eq′n′s ′ − EF )

⎤
⎦

= eh̄

mν

∑
s,q,n

qs

⎡
⎣eh̄

m
τ s
nsηI

∑
q′n′s ′

τ s ′
n′

πVImnInc

dh̄3ν
(qs × q′

s ′ )zδs ′sδ(Eqns − Eq′n′s ′ )ε · qsδ(Eq′n′s ′ − EF )

⎤
⎦. (B2)

With ε ‖ x̂ we further make the summations as that for side-jump contribution and obtain

σ
ss,I
AH = J ss,I

y

/
ε = βI

σ 2

σI
, where βI = −ηI

πnemVimp

2h̄2

Jsd

EF
. (B3)
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